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Shark Tales: True (and amazing) 
stories from America’s lawyers 

● ● ● 

Not all these stories are true, none of them are amazing, and the compiler himself 

acknowledges a few stories from the profession’s “cousins at the bar in the united 

Kingdom” – so not all are from America’s lawyers. At page 250 there is an Australian 

connection with a contribution from Colin Flannery, now of Norcross, Georgia. 

 

The compiler recites that hoary old saw about the shipwrecked lawyer being 

permitted safe passage by a school of ferocious sharks because he was extended 

“professional courtesy”. If you haven’t heard the one about the lawyer who 

laconically reported “Justice triumphed!”, which elicited the reply “Appeal at once!” 

from his partner, then maybe this book is for you. Otherwise, please don’t groan and 

hold it against your well-meaning reviewer; be thankful for his warning. So much for 

the truth of the stories. 

 

The compiler solicited stories from lawyers and law firms all over the US. He 

requested “your best story, the one you love to tell over and over”. Judging by the 

entries in the book, the only people to respond to his solicitations were the most 

boring conversationalists in the US. 

 

Admittedly there are some decent yarns in the book, but these are reprinted with the 

permission of, and acknowledgment to, the National Court Reporters Association, 

which published a “wonderful little book entitled Disorder in the Court”. 

 

One is reminded of the “old saw” of the literary reviewer who complimented the 

author on his original and well-written work. Unfortunately, the reviewer continued, 

those parts which are original are not well-written, and those which are well-written 
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are not original. Certainly, the person responsible for the dust jackert blurb ought to 

be prosecuted under the consumer protection laws for the claim that the book is “a 

remarkable collection of witty, eccentric, and astounding war stories”. 

 

As for the fame of the compiler, referred to in the blurb, I confess that the exploits of 

Ron Liebman have so far escaped my attention. 

 

I conclude by indicating the presence of some worthy stories, but cannot recommend 

the outlay of good money to purchase this volume – there are many better (and more 

entertaining) collections of legal anecdotes. In fact, in my opinion the other 

collections are much better. 

MMP 

 

Ron Liebman, Shark Tales: True (and amazing) stories from America’s lawyers, 

2000, Simon & Schuster, hardcover US$25. 
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